Labour back in the ring...
Who pays the bills?

Being a political party is an expensive business. But it's worth it. Marxism Today is just one of the results of our work, and we think it's pretty good value for money. Our problem is that we don't get any donations from big backers — neither the City, the trade unions, nor (contrary to rumour) from Moscow. But we do have our national appeal, which runs from 20th February to 26th March. If you like Marxism Today, here's your chance to contribute to the party that produces it.

Send your donations to:
Gordon McLennan, General Secretary, CPGB, (Dept MT)
16 St John Street, London EC1M 4AL
2 FOCUS
South Africa's dilemma - Drugs and xenophobia - Monetarism in retreat - Spanish Communist Party

8 Labour: Rump or Rebirth • Eric Hobsbawm
Labour can recover. But only if it respects its traditions.

14 Administrative Law: A New Tsar is Born?
Stephen Sedley
The judges have been quietly but inexorably redrawing the boundaries between the judiciary and the executive at the latter’s expense.

19 Unions in Search of their Members-
Richard Jewison
Left policies and leaders shouldn’t be confused with the views of the trade union membership. OK. But how do you win the membership?

25 Britain’s Growing Greens • Interview with
Jonathon Porritt
Green issues are becoming more central. But the relationship between the Left and green politics remains at best distant, at worst non-existent.

30 The Victorian Visionary • Robbie Gray
William Morris was not just an important Victorian figure, he has something to offer us today.

35 CHANNEL FIVE
Opera's Rising Star — Anthony Arblaster
Light Dimensions — Michael Cross
Spotlight: Classical Music — Malcolm Barry

40 REVIEWS
Cynthia Cockburn — Women in Control
Tricia Davis — The Left and the Erotic: Sex and Love
Betty Matthews — In The Tracks of Historical Materialism

44 VIEWPOINT
Kathy Myers and Ann Sedley discuss feminism in 1984.

48 UPDATE
All Brochure Holidays

Please note that all operators skiing, cruise and package holidays can be booked promptly and efficiently with the help of our new computerised system. Please call in or phone Adolfo Lopez for any details or brochures you require.

The far horizon South America

Nicaragua Easter Tour
New Nicaragua Study Tour 8-24 April 1984. To Managua (4 days), Masaya, Matagal, Esteli and the English speaking region on the Atlantic coast. Full daily programme of meetings and discussions and visits to co-operatives, political and trade union organisations etc. In association with Nicaragua Solidarity Campaign and New Socialist Magazine. Further tours planned for Easter and summer vacations.

Easter in Cuba
16 days 11-27 April. Comfortable Iberia flights via Madrid. 1 week of visits and meetings in Havana followed by stay on superb beach within reach of the capital — £525. Weekly departures to Cuba from early May, from £499.

Trans-Siberia to China and Japan
Independent or group travel via Moscow and trans-Siberian rail or air routes to Mongolia, Beijing or Tokyo, returning via Hong Kong or continuing to Australia or the US West Coast. From £265 one way to Beijing.

City breaks
Regular one week and weekend holidays in Moscow and Leningrad, Budapest and Prague from £175 inc. Wide range of other Western European city visits — from £101 by air.

Specialist travel

We specialise in tailor made group study tours and holidays with a purpose, particularly to the USSR and Eastern Europe, Algeria, France and Italy. Phone or write to Bénédicte Brosard or London Temple for details.

Russian language courses in USSR
1984 Russian language programme again includes courses of 3-12 weeks duration in Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, Novosibirsk, Pratigorsk and Kharkov which may be combined to provide a study period of up to six months in the Soviet Union between April and September.

Trade Union and professional tours
Tailor made programmes for groups to USSR, Europe and North Africa in association with all fellow members of the International Socialist Tourism Committee. Special low rates for groups — minimum of seven people on most flights.

STOP PRESS
EASTER AND SPRING 84

Easter education tour to Moscow, Minsk and Leningrad with visits to teacher’s unions, schools etc 15-29 April
Art and architecture tour Moscow Vladimir Pskov and Leningrad 15-29 April
Mayday in the USSR 28 April — 4 May, and 28 April — 11 May Moscow, Leningrad and place at the parade

USSR
TRANSIT TO CHINA
April Ist Revised departures by air to Moscow and Irkutsk, then Trans-Siberian train via Ulan Ude and Manchuria to Peking, with range of onward or return travel plans.

ALGERIA
Easter and Summer Programmes for groups and individuals. Mediterranean region, to Tassili, n’Alger and Tim.
JOIN THE LIBERTY CAMPAIGN

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR CIVIL LIBERTIES

1984
FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY 1934-1984

IF YOU ARE WORRIED ABOUT...

- Government access to medical records
- Supergrass and plastic bullets
- Increased stop and search powers by the police
- Restrictions on the freedom of the press
- National Insurance Identity cards
- The use of lie detectors at the work place
- Limitations on the right to strike
- THE BAN ON TRADE UNIONS AT CHELtenham

JOIN THE NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR CIVIL LIBERTIES

Sooner or later you will be irritated or dismayed to find that a right you took for granted is not a right at all. Don't wait till then to act. Preserving your rights is a responsible and worthwhile activity. But first you need to know what your rights are, which ones are being threatened and what you can do about it. That is where NCCL plays a vital role. By joining NCCL you can make a positive contribution to defending and extending civil liberties.

MAKE 1984 THE YEAR YOU JOIN THE LIBERTY CAMPAIGN

I/We enclose £______ to become a member of the NCCL. I understand that I/we will receive NCCL's quarterly publication Rights and will have a vote at the annual general meeting. Please do/don't send information on direct debiting.

Name
Address

Tick one: Individuals £10.00 □  Couples £15.00 □  Students and claimants £7 □  Prisoners £3 □

Send to NCCL, 21 Tabard Street, London SE1 4LA